Small Airways Disease.
Small airways diseases are best defined pathologically as a diverse group of conditions that primarily involve bronchioles and acartilagenous airways 2 mm or less in diameter, which include membranous bronchioles, respiratory bronchioles, and alveolar ducts. Small airways can be involved with disease primarily or secondarily. The concept of small airways disease varies among specialties, with clinicians generally considering them in terms of terminal airway changes causing airflow obstruction, radiologists considering them in the context of direct signs and indirect signs identified on high-resolution computed tomography scans, and pathologists evaluating them based entirely or almost entirely on the histologic changes present in the bronchioles, with or without associated changes involving bronchi and alveoli. The histologic features of small airways diseases may be confusing because they overlap. There may be incomplete assessment of the histologic process with limited biopsy. Other disease processes may occur along with a small airways disease, and may obscure or confound its histologic features. This article focuses on the histologic changes diagnostic of a variety of primary and secondary small airways diseases. Because the histologic features involve bronchioles, gross findings are often minimal and/or nonspecific. The article provides a nonexhaustive examination of conditions and diseases involving the small airways, focusing on the microscopic features, with emphasis on the limitations of histologic diagnosis and differential diagnosis.